This article I have taken from my edition “The Chronicles of my mind”

Keys To Life®
To me I divided the main strings of perfect life into chapters; and each chapter I called “Key”
Every chapter has a many topics and yet many wisdom
From my Other Edition “The Chronicles Of My Mind®” I would like to bring you the hidden edition
“Keys To Life®” This part will be available in the printed versions of both of my books.
Because of what I used to say, “I wish for as most as of humanity to find happiness”.

Keys to Life®
First Key (Best)
This key was part of most of people who used to be first in class; and successful in everything; those
who had opportunities were BEST in everything, at least that how they really seemed.
1-Best-ness
Being best is NOT something that a person cannot live without,
Best is only a description of a life where everything is done and sufficient with no mistakes at all.
Being best is to walk and talk by the book thus not learning its consequences
Archiving this key is not a task of a life it’s a title comes with your obedience to rules; for example
reading my book and understanding it with no mistakes just exactly thinking of the same thoughts I
thought when I was writing it
Then you will be the “Best one to understand it”, thus the consequence is to prove you really are, and
explain every letter I typed!
That is why this is not needed; because in life to reach its goals is to be best for yourself not others
2-Archiving best for self
It is a pure matter of self-desire.
Many people do things, but most of them just do not feel like or want to do them.
For example, I need money to live, thus I go to work, not because I like to but because I have to.
Well that is a foolish sentence if you would ask me, I would say differently
For example, I need money (The Peoples respect for my deeds) for humans to aid me in life so I work
for them and they work for me… I work because I need to, Thus I learn to like it instead of wasting
time and nerve on hating it.
Eventually I end up doing what I want to do because I like it! Would you not do something easier for
others than doing something hard for yourself?
Think about it, you are good at a thing that others are not and they are good for things you are not good
at… you cook for them, and they build you a house!
What is the easier part, cooking of building? If you like cooking you will cook a house! It is fun, right?
Same with other talents

Like me I write because I like to, But I can’t clean my house because I don’t have time and I also want
to eat… So I hire chefs and house cleaners, thus I write hygiene and food!
When I do what I like I do it better than those who do not like.
So I either learn to like what I do not like, or do what I really like
Thus, when you do it you archive the very best of your deed! Just as I have wrote these words!
3-Consiquences of Best-ness
Generally, every deed has a consequence, but I use to think of it as that every good side has a bad side,
like a relative to my actions.
When you archive your best ness
Among this system (Human nature), some people will envy you and try to pull you down; some others
use you to get to the next step.
Some others admire you and consider you as an idol, thus every your mistake will be considered larger
than it really is.
For example, if you stood naked in a shower and your pet came in and sow you, your reaction would
completely be different from if a human sow you.
What actually you fear is not the sight of someone, it is the people; the humans who will tell to others
about it make a fool out of you and laugh.
You fear of humiliation.
Being best is like being the one who saw the naked light.
Now that you have seen it, you can either tell others with different ways or not say it at all.
If you have seen a problem in a person, you choose to go to that person and guide him to salvation, or
tell others of that person who will most commonly damage his image and reputation.
Precisely as I saw the problem in humans, and decided to guide them.
Whenever you do something, there will be something opposing it trying to undo your deeds. However,
since the consequences are depending on your deeds. It is simple to control them by controlling your
deeds!
Whenever doing something you should always calculate its consequences, how people will see it, what
would they say about it? Etcetera…
If you always finish what you start, that will please them; if you do not people will always feel curious
to see it finished (until the end).
Some people might like and end, but not everyone likes the same kind of endings. Thus, the
consequences react to the result of your deed; and consider it as a main subject to talk about (A main
cause to react upon)
Second Key (Perfection)
1-Understanding Perfection
It is not as many people think; I do not lie when I tell you I did used to make the same common
mistake.
I though that perfection is being best not at one thing, but at everything.
That was not far from the real term but it was also an incorrect answer.

Perfect is the (ZERO) in the object.
It is the Golden core in every human, the very middle in every system.
Perfection is the balance a person has from birth that balance varies with time in response to different
effects environmentally (both physically and psychically).
It is the perfect order of a child’s advance, it is to advance all sides and talents together and hold on the
same line… perfection is not being the best, it is being same to and in everything.
Thus, being best in everything is also part of being same in everything!
2- Reaching Perfection
That is not a task of simple ness at all, since the very system we live with/in is based on imperfection,
where tiny imperfect matters generally create a huge system of perfection.
Being perfect is being imperfect in tiny matters (Careless) and struggle to keep everything with same
priority; not this is more important and this is less important.
For example, I have to keep eating and tiding my room; nevertheless, writing and playing piano are
have the same priority and sometimes I do writing not eating and eating not writing; but then I feel
something is missing!
Eventually it means; keeping low life matters to else, while trying to play and work at same amounts
… etc
3- The Consequence of Perfection
Being perfect is being… alone, to think act and hold your full concentration towards yourself.
The direct consequence of this key, occurs only if thee was among humans, many will envy, many will
hate… and your love for yourself must be balanced with your love to everything else… you’ll no
longer love a girl more than your friend or the flower you grow on your window!
Third Key (Realism)
1-Realization
Almost every person over this planet, from humans and animals live the world of today ignoring facts
out of time.
Realism is to see your hands, and sense every breath, heartbeat and second of the time, you have spent.
2- Realizing
Unfortunately, this key cannot be obtained, unless you used to carry it and later lost it.
You must leave your world among humans, with the rest of your human wants and dreams.
The beginning phase starts when you ask whys of your existence, the way you are; and ends with
either, “I now posses wisdom enough to live life”, or “Life always has an end, but it depends on what
end I’ll choose for me… what would I do in while I can?”
3-Consiquences of realism
Every person “Living today and tomorrow is tomorrow” knows that being too clever is being away
from many others… a person can always choose one choice, to be either like them or unlike them.
“Do one thing at a time”
Which eventually mean, No more friends… no more fun… and you will make more mistakes for you
are a more intelligent one, thus your life becomes complicate
The rest of the theories are recorded in a handwritten non-published document.
If you care to read more of my printed or published free work, visit the following address
http://esnips.com/user/dinoraptor101
Or contact me:
Digitals.organization101@gmail.com

